
Football changes lives.
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Defensive Coordinator

Lincoln Lutheran High School

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m your peer. You’re probably thinking, “Great, a football coach from that football company.”�We might coach different sports, but we coach. We teach technique, we draw up plays, we game plan, we watch video, we fund raise, we deal with kids not making grades, we try to get kids recruited, and so on.��There’s a quote that will help frame our discussion for today from a coach you may have heard of, Tom Landry, he says:�“A coach is someone who tells you what you don't want to hear, who has you see what you don't want to see, so you can be who you have always known you could be.”The last 2/3 of that quote is important because we’re talking about video. I want to help you be the coaches who have kids see what they don’t want see, so they can be who they’ve always known they could be. You’re getting ready to make a decision on a video tools that will help you do that.



Building Blocks 
for a Swarming 

Defense

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Promote the CCCAA, CCCMBCA, and each member program. Video sponsorship = big $$.



2014:
• Record:  1-8
• Points allowed: 419 - (46/ppg)

2015:
• Record: 0-9
• Points Allowed: 393 - (44/ppg)
• Yards Allowed: 3,896 - (432/ypg)
• T/O Margin: -16

2016:
• Record: 7-2
• Points allowed: 130 - (14/ppg)
• Yards Allowed: 1,830 - (203/ypg)
• T/O Margin: +8

2017:
• Record: 9-3 (state semifinals)

• Points allowed: 170 - (14/ppg)
• Yards Allowed: 2,422 - (201/ypg)
• T/O Margin: +4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You say, well this should be easy, but it’s not! You’re not all using the same camera. Who knows who is filming each game? What type of computer do they use, what kind of phone do they have, can they afford new technology? You have to have a service that handles every type of video source imaginable, and does it well.Is Coach Watson here? From LA Valley? Remember the story you told me on the phone. The [other service] you tried last year couldn’t handle your video files. Your computer would change the order of the clips and their software wouldn’t handle it, so you’d have the middle of the 2nd half at the beginning of your video. This is not a problem for Hudl. Save your coaches the stress!�We went out on a limb to do something innovative 2.5 years ago and try to be the first company to let you upload video while you record it. It’s been a challenge, nobody else to this day has tried it! But after 2.5 years I can confidently say this technology works great, and you will have your game online when you walk off the court. (you have to have good WiFi in the gym.) Just one example.



● Have Fun

● Fly Around

● Compete

“Practice is 
Everything.”

- Pete Carroll

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s get into it this decision. I’ve had the pleasure of speaking with many of you in this room, as well as many of the coaches in this association over the last couple months. From those conversations and those with many other conferences from my time at Hudl, this is what I know about the decision you’re looking to make. You need to make a decision that serves every team in the CCCMBCA  -  with a great experience  -  that’s stress-free  -  and saves time. If those aren’t the most important aspects of this decision, tell me, because I want to add them to this list. (pause, look for head nods) Okay, great. Everything we talk about today is going to have a reminder that these 4 things are what you’re looking for.



Communication

Speak the same language.

• Coach your coaches.
• Pattern recognition.
• Players become coaches.

Not just “HOW”…”WHY?”

• Teaches Awareness
• Builds Football IQ
• Gives Purpose



Warrior Tackle

1. Buzz your feet

2. Hit position
(Near foot, Near shoulder)

3. Rip & Shoot

4. Grab Cloth

5. Drive for 5
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Presentation Notes
1. Tag stats live in the mobile app, upload to Hudl, and Hudl automatically matches the video and data. Record with an iPad for live upload, and data is matched to video in minutes.�2. I’ve spoken to coaches who LOVE to do their own breakdown (usually assistants!). Save time and money. Within a couple hours your have your insights.�3. You’ve heard from two companies built around this concept, but they can’t offer #1 or #2. We may have been a year or two late to the game, but our analysts are killing it! Let me introduce you to Hudl Assist. 



How to Practice 
Tackling

• Step-by-Step

• Use Pads

• Go Full Speed
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1. Tag stats live in the mobile app, upload to Hudl, and Hudl automatically matches the video and data. Record with an iPad for live upload, and data is matched to video in minutes.�2. I’ve spoken to coaches who LOVE to do their own breakdown (usually assistants!). Save time and money. Within a couple hours your have your insights.�3. You’ve heard from two companies built around this concept, but they can’t offer #1 or #2. We may have been a year or two late to the game, but our analysts are killing it! Let me introduce you to Hudl Assist. 



● Start of Practice

● Conditioning

● All 11

● Pursuit Angle:
Near Hip
Where he is now

SWARM
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So let’s get into it this decision. I’ve had the pleasure of speaking with many of you in this room, as well as many of the coaches in this association over the last couple months. From those conversations and those with many other conferences from my time at Hudl, this is what I know about the decision you’re looking to make. You need to make a decision that serves every team in the CCCMBCA  -  with a great experience  -  that’s stress-free  -  and saves time. If those aren’t the most important aspects of this decision, tell me, because I want to add them to this list. (pause, look for head nods) Okay, great. Everything we talk about today is going to have a reminder that these 4 things are what you’re looking for.



Mobility IQ



Brett Shamblin
brett.shamblin@hudl.com

816-797-2988
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